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FROM
DIRECTOR
Dear Friends and Partners,
REACH hereby presents our 2020
annual report.
2020 was a difficult year for all of us.
The coronavirus pandemic hit every
country, taking millions of lives. It also
worsened people’s livelihood situations
and psychological states, leaving many
without jobs and income.
The economic and political situation in Iraq remains unstable with
widespread humanitarian problems. Conflicts between different political and
military forces have a strong impact on the lives of ordinary people.
Unemployment, the economic crisis and the lack of basic services have led to
protests in both Iraq and Kurdistan. With limited progress towards recovery
and development, the situation has become protracted, and millions of
people throughout Iraq remain in need of humanitarian assistance.
In 2020 REACH tried to adapt to the crisis caused by the COVID-19
pandemic, and supported vulnerable people of Iraq by strengthening their
livelihoods and contributing to resilience building.

SAMAN AHMED MAJED
REACH GENERAL DIRECTOR
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ABOUT REACH
Rehabilitation, Education and
Community Health (REACH) is a
non-governmental,
non-profit,
impartial and independent Iraqi
organization, which was founded
in
1995.
REACH
provides
humanitarian
aid
to
IDPs,
refugees and vulnerable host
communities, by assisting and
supporting efforts to make a
difference in the lives of the
community members we serve.
The organizational headquarters
is in Sulaymaniya, with operational
offices in Kirkuk, Khanaqin, Duhok,
Erbil and Mosul.
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REACH has been implementing
numerous Relief and Recovery
projects targeting Iraqi IDPs &
returnees as well as Syrian and
Iranian refugees in the region.
Our activities include:
Food Security
Cash assistance
Psychosocial Support and
awareness
Cash assistance, vocational
trainings, Income generating
activities, asset replacement
Water, Hygiene and Sanitation
projects and others.
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REACH IN 2020

198,421
BENEFICIARIES IN 2020

60,000
40,000
20,000
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SECTORS OF OPERATION
Education and Protection
1%
Water and Sanitation
31%

Food Security
57.6%

Shelter and NFI 4%

Livelihood and Cash
6.4%

13

PROJECTS IN 2020
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FOOD SECURITY
With the pandemic and economic challenges taking top
priority for the Iraqi government, Iraq is exposed to the
unfortunate prospect of food insecurity.

Cash-based transfers
REACH provided cash transfers for internally displaced families in Laylan 1
and Yahyawa camps in Kirkuk. The provision of money intended to meet
their basic needs for food. Each member within the family received 17,000
IQD (12 USD) each month. In total, REACH provided payments to
19,043 families.

"Cash assistance is more beneficial to us than
in-kind food assistance. We depend on this help
and hope it will continue".
TIFLA AAGOB, LAYLAN 1 CAMP
PAGE
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FOOD SECURITY
Immediate Response Rations
REACH distributed immediate response rations (IRR) to internally displaced
families from Yahyawa and Laylan 1 camps in Kirkuk, who were transferred
to the quarantine zones due to their positive tests for COVID-19.
Each family received 2 to 4 boxes depending on the family size. In total,
2,227 families received IRR boxes.
The IRR box contained products such as beans, chickpeas, biscuits, dates
and canned chicken. These rations helped families in isolation meet food
needs for their members when shops were inaccessible to them.

114,293

VULNERABLE PEOPLE INCREASED THEIR FOOD
SECURITY IN 2020
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LIVELIHOOD
The

COVID-19

pandemic,

political

tensions,

social

instability, and weak security has led to a worsening of
the economic situation of Iraqi families. That, along with
a drop in oil prices, and the deficit in Iraqi budget means
the national economic crisis in Iraq is far from over.
REACH Livelihood interventions improve the confidence of vulnerable
households in their economic future. This is accomplished through
agriculture inputs, asset restoration, market system strengthening, and
income generations through cash for work activities which secure daily
food for the families most in need.
Livelihood activities specifically target female-headed households and
disabled people, allowing for livelihoods protection to alleviate negative
coping strategies.
In villages, where people are usually more vulnerable than in cities,
REACH restored and built water pumps, irrigation pipes and small weirs,
assist villagers as they combat a drought and produce more harvest.
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LIVELIHOOD

11,207

VULNERABLE PEOPLE IMPROVED
THEIR LIVELIHOOD

In 2020 REACH conducted the following Livelihood activities:

Asset replacement | 5,431 beneficiaries
Provision of assets to start own business

Cash for work | 3,434 beneficiaries
Temporary employment in parks and hospitals

Trainings | 2,080 beneficiaries
Vocational and farmer trainings

Small weirs | 262 beneficiaries
Construction of small weirs and irrigation systems for
farmers
PAGE
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LIVELIHOOD
Cash for work for volunteers in COVID-19
hospitals

As the response to the pandemic, REACH supported 319 volunteers who
worked in COVID-19 and emergency hospitals in Sulaymaniya and Erbil
governorates.
According to the project requirement the priority of recruitment was given to the
volunteers who had previously worked and continued working in those locations.
They helped the hospital staff with a wide range of tasks from the admission of
the patients through to their discharge, making it possible to provide higher
quality services to patients.
The support of skilled and unskilled workers was significant to the medical team
as well as maintaining and cleaning the hospitals and the centers. The skilled and
unskilled workers carried out many activities, either directly or in directly involved
in supporting the medical team in the laboratory, conducting imaging (X-ray, CT
scan, MRI) ultra sounds, laboratory tests, treatment and surgery. REACH also
provided hospitals with necessary protective and disinfection tools.
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LIVELIHOOD

Sada Salih Essa is a 53-year-old widow with four daughters to care for. With
her husband having passed away in 1998, she has been the sole caregiver
for her family since then. She owned a small home in Daquq village of
Kirkuk district, but it was demolished when ISIS mercilessly occupied her
village in 2014.
Through the income generation activity, Sada was provided with a sewing
machine and necessary accessories. She also attended a training course to
learn how to develop a business plan for her project, which also helped her
understand the importance of the market and how to strategically market to
a demographic in order to increase income.
“Thanks a lot for helping me work and earn a living, which in turn
helped me provide for our daily needs. Most importantly, I was able
to cover the medical treatments for my daughter.
I am now determined to expand the business by opening a small
sewing shop and buying other machines. I will also begin teaching
(sewing and business skills) to divorced women and widows who
live in the area, in hopes of helping them improve their living
conditions.” -Sada
PAGE
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WATER AND SANITATION
Iraq’s water and sanitation infrastructure was hit by both
the displacement crisis and drought, desperately needing
renovation, especially in conflict-affected districts.
In 2020 REACH addressed the water and sanitation needs of people whose
lives had been affected by conflict related shocks in villages of Hawija district
in Kirkuk by implementing several project activities.

REHABILITATION
AND
SANITATION FACILITIES

CONSTRUCTION

OF

REACH rehabilitated the health center in Abbasi village, that serves more than
52,000 local people. The renovation activities included improving the water
quantity and quality through provision ultra-filtration unit, renovation of
sanitation facilities, environmental cleaning and the distribution of hygiene
kits. REACH constructed new latrines in Hawija General Hospital in addition to
other WASH-related interventions within the hospital. This hospital provides
services to 32,900 local people.

CAPACITY BUILDING OF COMMUNITY COMMITTEES
AND WATER AUTHORITIES FOR MANAGEMENT OF
WASH FACILITIES
REACH established 4 Community Water Management Committees to
implement effective Operations and Maintenance (O&M) processes, including
water conservation plans, water policies, water billing and revenue allocation
strategies.

SUSTAINABLE
HYGIENE
BEHAVIOUR
CAPACITY BUILDING AND CAMPAIGNS

CHANGE

142 sessions on personal hygiene and precaution procedures on COVID-19
were conducted in Abbasi district and Hussainia village for adults and kids.

HYGIENE KITS AND DISABILITY KIDS DISTRIBUTION
REACH distributed 1,000 hygiene kits for 500 families and 60 disability kits for
60 families with special needs in Abbasi district and Hussainia village.
PAGE
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WATER AND SANITATION

REACH started rehabilitation of the Abbasi Water Project, which will provide
drinking water for families who do not have access to it otherwise, through
a water network extension. Currently, families have to walk hundreds of
meters a day in order to retrieve water by, carrying big bottles on their
shoulders.

61,543

BENEFICAIRIES WERE SERVED BY WASH
ACTIVITIES
PAGE
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PROTECTION
The COVID-19 pandemic and displacement after IDP camp
closures increased protection needs and vulnerabilities.
Lockdowns lead to the higher levels of gender-based
violence and violence against children, heightening
traumas and psychological disorders.
To address the needs of protection REACH provided different psychosocial
activities for children and adults in its Community Centers in Mosul and
Sulaymaniya governorates.
Psycho-social training courses
These activities include Arts classes,
Sports,
Music/Dance,
and
Theatre/Drama. Activities helped adults
and children improve their psychosocial
wellbeing and learn to use creative and
adaptive coping strategies.

Child protection and Gender-based
violence awareness courses
These courses entailed educating
children and adults about child
protection and GBV, how the violence
happens and how to prevent it.

Counselling and Referral system
These
included
counselling
by
psychosocial officers and referral to
mental health services or engagement
in treatment when a student's problems
go beyond our own experience and
expertise.
PAGE
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PROTECTION
Abdulrahman Walid Abdulrahman is a
respectful, kind refugee teenager known
as Abudy. He was born in 2005 in
Qamishli, Syria. Abudy was living with his
parents and 3 brothers when, in 2006, he
and his family came to Kurdistan due to
the ongoing military conflict in Syria. In
2007, his parents got divorced and his
father abandoned Abudy, his mother and
brothers.
In 2020, because of poverty, Abudy left school and started working to help his
mother provide food and other basic needs for his family. His mother is very sick,
but she has to work in order to pay their monthly rent. All these serious, traumatic
events have impacted Abudy and left him psychologically unwell and in an
unstable situation.
In 2020 Abudy stepped into Lisa Community Center in Sulaymaniya for the first
time. At that time, he was experiencing difficulties and challenges. He felt full of
anger and anxiety. After various sessions with REACH’s psychosocial officer, Abudy
gradually became more calm, joyful, and psychologically improved in general. He
even participated in different types of training like art and football.
Abudy said:
“I benefited from this center and from the training course a lot because
it has an important role in taking me away from the difficulties of my
life”

1,463

PEOPLE BENEFITTED FROM PROTECTION
ACTIVITIES
PAGE
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EDUCATION
Iraq's education sector has faced obstacles for decades
due to multiple crises. COVID-19, the economic crisis, and
teachers protests, have caused school closure for
months, greatly affecting access to education.

REACH
conducts
education
activities in Community Centers in
Sulaymaniya and Mosul, as well as
in other remote areas via mobile
groups. Activities were held on a
regular basis and include literacy,
foreign languages and study
support.
Education activities are provided
for all age groups from small kids
to adults, focused on mobilizing
and empowering the communities,
enhancing their problem-solving
capacities, building self-resilience,
and increase the community's
coping skills.
PAGE
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The life-skills program lead trauma
affected
individuals
to
selfempowerment, while beneficiaries
are equipped with new skills (for
example, language and computer
skills) which will result in support
to household economies and
enhanced employability.
The
life-skill
program
is
accompanied by the dissemination
of comprehensive information
material,
informing
the
beneficiaries
about
available
services, programs, awareness
training topics, and ensuring that
they are better positioned for
accessing their rights.
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EDUCATION

424

BENEFICIARIES PARTICIPATED IN EDUCATION
ACTIVITIES
Haniffa Ali Muhsen is a kind and funny
housewife from Bazian, Sulaymaniya. She
was born in 1966, got married young and
had 7 children. Despite the fact that she
has a busy daily life, she always had an
undeniable desire for education.
Haniffa heard about Lisa Community
Center from her friends. She decided to pay
the center a visit and her life changed
completely after that decision. She joined
different training courses such as sewing,
hairdressing, and literacy. Even though she
had fun and learned a lot in the sewing
and hairdressing courses, she benefited the
most from the literacy course. She stated
that:
“The training that changed my life was the literacy training. I learned
how to read and write which made me more self-confident. I also met
new friends and now I have many relationships.”
Haniffa became an active member of the community. She now advises her
neighborhood members to register their name for trainings in Lisa Community
Center to benefit from the courses. She also encouraged her own family to attend
these courses so that they can benefit from them as well.
PAGE
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MULTIPURPOSE CASH
According to the Humanitarian response plan, 11 million
people – nearly one third of the population – are in need
of humanitarian assistance. Iraq is also home to over
200,000 refugees from the conflict in Syria. Cash
assistance offers to deliver an accountable response
providing dignity and flexibility to people in need.
In 2020, REACH directly supported conflict-affected households with multipurpose cash assistance to meet critical basic needs and reduce use of
negative coping strategies. The assistance particularly aimed to help
vulnerable families cope with the crisis caused by the COVID-19 pandemic.
Response locations included Telafar, Telkaif and West Mosul (Ninewa
governorate).
Each family received 800 USD, and the cash distribution was conducted
through mobile money transfer, to ensure transparency and safery of the
process.
A vulnerability survey conducted for the beneficiaries, found that some
families had no sources of incomes at all, and those who do have incomes
were mostly less than their expenditure. This cash assistance has improved
their financial situations allowing them to regain a sense of normalcy in
terms of fulfilling basic household needs, improving their shelters, reducing
health issues and more.
Furthermore, this project has not only supported direct beneficiaries, but
has also improved the broader economic condition in entire communities
and neighborhoods. Almost all service providers (including markets,
butchers, food store, builders, carpenters, barbers, clothes shops, clinks,
and others) have been granted an opportunity to benefit from this project.
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MULTIPURPOSE CASH

1,475

VULNERABLE PEOPLE RECEIVED CASH
ASSISTANCE
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OUR PARTNERS
REACH would like to thank all partners, who supported
us in 2020. We are looking forward to more cooperation
in future.
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CONTACT US

GOYZHA

–

BLOCK

208,

SULAIMANIYA,

+

964

53

STREET

42

IRAQ

3251258

REACH@REACH-IRAQ.ORG

WWW.REACH-IRAQ.ORG
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SUPPORT US
Each donation, no matter how small it is, increases our
ability to help people in need.

TO DONATE OUTSIDE OF IRAQ
Bank Name: Trade Bank of Iraq
SWIFT: TRIQIQBAXXX
Bank Branch: Suleimanyah
Account Name: REACH ORG.
A/C No. 00 420003 2439
Via - Corresponding Bank Name: J P MORGAN CHASE BANK
Address: New York - USA
SWIFT: CHASUS33 NYKAccount Number: 400211254

TO DONATE INSIDE OF IRAQ
Iraq - Suleimanyah
Bank Name: Trade Bank of Iraq
Bank Branch: Iraq - Suleimanyah
Account Name: REACH ORG.
A/C No. 004200032439
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